
True 
 
Sun drifts across her, luminous emerald whispers spoken from silence issue graceful 
gestures, summoned by unseen intent, wind strokes branches, as gentle poetry, drifting in 
clear wind.  A fir tree, is ballet, without pomp, postures and lies, effortless and serene, is 
time, where time is naught.   This is true.  
 
Each moment, stained, creased and broken is life, under the sullied eye of this world, so 
turgid with fetid lies, each waiting to feast upon gentle places.  How long ago, was 
essence held…to this?    
 
But reflection cast of broken mirror is man.  His misunderstanding, rising above himself 
in pride, grasping the unimaginable, and believing it so, believing, he deserves, to 
own…her.  A puppet of empty lust, hideous broken wind, his mouth crumpling sound, 
and bringing a queen, of greed, waving frantic arms, to paint the world in neon, scraped 
up of the clotted blood of moments.  So have we been founded.   
 
A note, soundless and pure, slips, tone swells arching over the curve of sight, our horizon 
spills forth, nourished within the nestled heartbeat of time, now borne out.  This…is time.   
 
Oh gentle truth, how deep are even the shallow places, now so raw…cooled…in drifting 
pools of light and shadow.  For here, all things are naked, within time.  Silence is balm, 
an empty place into which time may whisper. 
 
No pungent craving, finds home between new seconds.    
 
It is this which has bore and borne, the fruited moments, and delivered us unto time.  No 
false word, crosses silent lips, but breath soundless and pure, cupped under wing of hawk 
and sparrow, each summoned and spent, within the cup of moments.  Oh how sweet is 
time, filled and sipped, poured clear and rose, tasted and held between the slipping 
seconds––until memory…fades.   
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